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Cast of Characters

Hannah: The director

Siobhan: The stagehand

Mark: The lighting designer

Nigel: The sound designer

Cheryl: The bitchy lead actress

Kate: The pun-loving actor

Laurence: The pompous lead actor

Maggie: The overworked set

designer/costume

designer/dogsbody

Ash: The burlesque-loving actor

Zac: The sleazy actor

Jess: The hipster actor
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A ONE ACT PLAY

Author’s Note: General dialogue is a guide only and can be

altered. There is plenty of room for improvisation and for

actors/directors to fill in with their own comedy ideas.

Scene One - ’To Be Or Not To Be’

Rehearsal

A rehearsal for FECCLES drama society’s Fringe

play, an interpretation of Hamlet that appears to

have a very confused design/time period/etc. The

setting remains the same throughout the play: the

society’s rehearsal/performance space. They are

making do with the space they have been given.

Therefore, the set is sparse, a bit run-down, and

amateurish (if they have any set at all).

The rehearsal is not going well and tensions are

running high.

HANNAH, the director, is giving direction from the

audience. SIOBHAN, the stage manager, is with her

taking blocking notes. KATE, the understudy, and

CHERYL, the leading lady, are looking at their

phones, MARK, the lighting designer, and NIGEL,

the sound designer are measuring the back of the

stage, and LAURENCE, the leading man, is

independently practising lines. JESS, the hipster,

is Claudius, and ASH, the aspiring burlesque

dancer, is Polonius. They enter from the audience,

bickering. MAGGIE the costume designer is also

doubling as set designer, make-up artist, props

co-ordinator, tea-maker, general dogsbody. At this

point, she is trying to fix a set piece onstage.

Everyone is onstage, loud and in the way.

HANNAH

O.K. This is quite possibly the most iconic monologue

ever... the most powerful, the most emotional, the most

-

JESS

Overdone..

HANNAH

The most popular scene in theatre history. Anyway, at

this point in the play, you’re feeling incredibly

conflicted-

LAURENCE

Darling, let me stop you right there. I have been in no

less than thirteen productions of Hamlet. I know

exactly what I’m doing.

(CONTINUED)
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HANNAH

(moving to direct the corresponding

actors)

Right. We’ll go from Claudius’s aside. Then Polonius’s

line, the two of you hide, and then it’s all yours,

Laurence. O.K.? Great. When you’re ready.

No one gets ready.

SIOBHAN

Come on, everyone. Places. Maggie, can’t you do that

later?

MAGGIE shakes her head, exasperated.

Fine! Everyone else, if you’re not in the scene, get

off stage!

The makeshift venue makes this difficult but they

clear to the sides of the stage.

JESS (AS CLAUDIUS)

(badly and comically, highlighting all

the innuendos)

’Oh, ’tis too true!

How smart a lash that speech doth give my conscience!’

HANNAH

Project!

JESS (AS CLAUDIUS)

’The harlot’s cheek, beautied with plastering art,

Is not more ugly to the thing that helps it

Than is my deed to my most painted word.

O heavy burden!’

LAURENCE follows HANNAH as she gets up to direct.

HANNAH

Stop, stop, stop. Jess. Hamlet is a tragedy. Claudius

is speaking about how guilty he feels, not... whatever

that was.

JESS

It’s called being Brechtian. Forgive me for thinking we

could do something more original. Your direction just

sounds like something you’d get from ’No Fear

Shakespeare’.

HANNAH

Hey, Spark Notes make some good - You know what, it

doesn’t matter. This is not a farce. Try again.

(CONTINUED)
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JESS (AS CLAUDIUS)

(horrendously over-the-top, grabbing

MAGGIE/the set piece she is fixing as

she references ’art’ and ’painted word’)

’Oh, ’tis too true!

How smart a lash that speech doth give my conscience!

The harlot’s cheek, beautied with plastering art,

Is not more ugly to the thing that helps it

Than is my deed to my most painted word.

O heavy burden!’

HANNAH looks pained throughout and grows more

agitated.

SIOBHAN

(over the top of JESS’s line)

You can not let her do it like that.

ASH (AS POLONIUS)

’I hear him coming. Let’s withdraw, my lord.’

With many flamboyant gestures, ASH leads JESS away

with a twirl to hide behind MAGGIE and the set

piece.

Before LAURENCE can start...

HANNAH

(struggling to stay collected)

Ash, you’re withdrawing. Hiding. Don’t you think...

(She gestures as she tries to find the

words)

that would draw attention to you both?

ASH

Duh, that was the point.

HANNAH

O.K. No. It’s great but try again.

JESS remains hidden while ASH gets ready to go

again.

ASH (AS POLONIUS)

’I hear him coming. Let’s withdraw, my lord.’

Again, it is a rather flamboyant withdrawal.

Again, before LAURENCE can start...

HANNAH

Again! Less, er... Just, less.

(CONTINUED)
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ASH (AS POLONIUS)

(monotonously while staring at HANNAH

passive aggressively)

’I hear him coming. Let’s withdraw, my lord.’

ASH woodenly and deliberately withdraws. There is

a slight hushed pause in anticipation of Hamlet’s

line. Just as LAURENCE speaks...

LAURENCE (AS HAMLET)

’To be -

...ASH knocks over the set piece MAGGIE is working

on in a strop and dramatically storms to the side,

JESS following in frustration.

LAURENCE

For heavens’ sake!

HANNAH

O.K. Great. So... well done for now guys. It’s going..

erm... maybe everyone take five... for a bit?

SIOBHAN

Hannah, their lunch hour lasted an hour and

thirty-seven minutes. We cannot afford to be wasting

more time!

HANNAH

I know, boss, but what else can I do?

The cast get out their phones in unison and sit on

the sides of the stage. SIOBHAN exits. CHERYL

approaches MAGGIE as she is exiting with the

broken set piece.

CHERYL

Maggie, I want to talk costumes.

MAGGIE

Gimme two minutes, Cheryl. I’ve got to get this done

first.

CHERYL

Eurgh! You’re so selfish.

She flounces back to the side. MAGGIE exits.

MARK

(from his tech desk)

Hannah, we’ve got a problem.

(CONTINUED)
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MARK and NIGEL, the lighting and sound designers

join HANNAH centre stage. NIGEL has his headphones

on as usual and appears incredibly socially

awkward. MARK is brash and speaks for NIGE. They

are the perfect nerdy, socially inept couple. KATE

is there too to jump in with stupid puns.

HANNAH

What now?

MARK

You know how I planned out an incredible lighting

design which would perfectly compliment your

directorial interpretation?

HANNAH

Er...

MARK

And how Nigel has spent hours sifting through music and

getting the right software and experimenting with sound

equipment?

HANNAH

Yeah...

MARK

And you know how we - Nige and I - lost our bags and

our minds and our dignity on the journey up from

Cornwall but it was all going to be O.K. because it’d

be worth it when we could sort out the exciting tech

we’d planned and make it a reality?

HANNAH

Where are you going with this?

KATE

(piping up from the side)

I think we may need some further... illumination.

The others groan.

KATE CONTINUED

Perhaps you could shed some light. Get it? Because he’s

the lighting designer.

She laughs at her own pun. She is the only one.

KATE

Maybe we should take the show to BRIGHTon. Or - or -

Everyone looks at her, disgusted. MARK pushes her

out of the way.

(CONTINUED)
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MARK

Look up. What do you see?

HANNAH

Is this a trick question?

MARK

Nigel will help me with this. What do you see, Nige?

Nothing? Why’s that important, Nige? Because it means

there are no lights? That’s right, Nige. No rig, not

one lantern, not even the tiniest par-can!

During this speech, NIGEL gestures aggresively in

HANNAH’s face.

HANNAH

Oh.

MARK

And there’s not even a sound system. Nige is fuming -

he hasn’t shut up about it! What are we going to do,

Hannah?

HANNAH

Well, there must be something.

MARK

Oh, I’ll tell you what there is.

MARK walks over to the main light switch.

MARK CONTINUED

You’ve got off.

He turns the light off.

MARK CONTINUED

And you’ve got on.

MARK turns the light on.

MARK CONTINUED

Enjoy.

He walks back over to HANNAH.

HANNAH

O.K. O.K. I get it. It’s not ideal. But if anyone can

work something out, it’s you two.

CHERYL walks over.

(CONTINUED)
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CHERYL

Hey, who’s messing with the lights?!

HANNAH

We’re just testing things...

MARK

This is all we’ve got to work with, Hannah! There isn’t

even a dimmer switch.

CHERYL

Wait, we’re not going to have proper lighting?

MARK

That’s right, princess. Not even a spotlight for your

massive ego!

CHERYL

Woah, hang on a minute -

HANNAH

Cut it out, Mark.

CHERYL

There’s no reason to act like a dick.

LAURENCE

(looking up from his phone)

Did someone mention my name?

HANNAH

Oh, no, Laurence, it’s fine. We’re just having some

tech issues.

LAURENCE gets up to join the others centre stage.

LAURENCE

It seems your lot are always having issues. It hardly

matters. They didn’t even have electricity in

Shakespeare’s time, we can manage without tech.

MARK and NIGEL gasp.

MARK

What?

LAURENCE

It isn’t particularly necessary to the play. I’ve

always thought of technical theatre as simply an

add-on... an optional extra. It’ll be an interesting

challenge to go back to the roots of the play and

perform it as was originally intended.

(CONTINUED)
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CHERYL

In a crack-house?

LAURENCE

Perhaps we could even cleanse the show of the weaker

talent among us by using the original technique of men

playing women. Don’t worry, darlings, you can still

help out. We’ll need flyerers.

KATE and CHERYL shout at LAURENCE. MARK restrains

NIGEL as he moves to attack.

JESS, followed by ASH, storms in from the side to

confront HANNAH.

JESS

(brandishing ASH’s phone)

Hannah! Ash is tweeting about us all again!

HANNAH

What?

JESS

(reading from the phone)

’Can’t believe I stick with these boring amateurs.’

’How can you not know what a jazz square is?’ ’Could

kill these stupid, pretentious twits.’

’#ShakespeareSucks.’

ASH

Stop reading out my private thoughts!

JESS

You tweeted them to your 1,984 followers! How do you

have 1,984 followers?!

ASH

More followers than you’d ever had! WAIT! Let me see

that! 1,984... I had 1,985 an hour ago!

JESS

Maybe people are getting fed up with your constant

indirect bitching.

MARK

(moving downstage to face ASH)

And the number of selfies. I mean, Jesus, what are you

wearing?

ASH

Me? You always look like you get dressed in the dark.

(CONTINUED)
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KATE

(moving downstage to stand beside MARK)

Ha. Which is ironic as you’re the lighting guy.

MARK

I am much more than just a ’lighting guy’, Miss ’Only

An Understudy’.

HANNAH

Come on, everyone, please...

LAURENCE

(storming off)

I cannot put up with this any longer - everyone take

five!

SIOBHAN enters as LAURENCE storms off. The others

disperse, squabbling, leaving HANNAH and SIOBHAN.

SIOBHAN

Did they just take a break from a break?!

HANNAH

Eurgh! What am I going to do?

SIOBHAN

Well... You could start by replacing everyone in the

company.

HANNAH

If only.

SIOBHAN

Probably wouldn’t help.

HANNAH

I think you have to be slightly unhinged to want to be

part of the theatre world.

SIOBHAN

And we do it for free. Sheer madness.

HANNAH

The joys of am-dram.

CHERYL barges in. MAGGIE trails behind her,

lugging around costumes.

CHERYL

Hannah, tell Maggie I am NOT wearing this GARBAGE on

stage. I’ll be a laughing stock!

(CONTINUED)
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HANNAH

Oh, it can’t be that bad -

CHERYL

It looks like what Ash threw up after a night on apple

sourz and whisky!

SIOBHAN

Nice...

MAGGIE

I can tweak it a bit but this is what Hannah said she

wanted -

CHERYL

Well, it’s not what I want.

SIOBHAN

It’s not all about you, Cheryl.

CHERYL

Last time I checked, I was the leading lady of this

production. I deserve a decent costume.

HANNAH

You’ll get one - I just don’t see what’s wrong with

these.

CHERYL

That’s because you have no taste! Change it or I refuse

to rehearse any more!

She storms off.

HANNAH

(helping MAGGIE with the costume load)

Sorry Maggie. Come on, let’s take a look at what we can

do...

(As she and Maggie exit)

Maybe we could tone down the patterns and use a more

subtle approach...

END OF EXTRACT.


